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Frankie often spends time wondering why his brain is

different. He knows there are times when he thinks and

behaves differently to other children but he doesn't

know why and doesn't know how to talk about it.













Frankie's mum worries about Frankie's behaviour and spends lots of

time looking at children's mental health issues and behavioural

problems on the internet. These make her worry, they can make her

upset and worry about the unpredictable nature of when they may

happen. They often make her think there is something wrong with

Frankie - something that needs to be prevented or changed by

punishment and discipline.
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It is normal that as parents we think we

have to have all the answers but when it

comes to our children, we must

recognise that we can only provide

answers when we ask questions. So

engaging, listening and trying to

understand is what is most important -

the internet hasn't produced material

on your child, your circumstances or

your parenting style. The starting point

is listening to your child and

understanding what answers they have

before you provide solutions for things

they have already understood.



Whenever we are struggling, its natural to think

that our parents will be able to fix all of our

problems. However, there are times when our

parents won't be able to provide answers,no

matter how hard they try. You can help by

helping your children explain what you need,

share ideas around what might help and what

things you think might make you feel a little

better. If you aren't sure what might help, it's ok

to tell them that and it's also ok to let them know

you simply need a cuddle or some of your

favourite food or just to spend some time

together watching your favourite programmes or

playing your favourite games. Your parents, or

other people that love you, might seem stressed,

anxious or even frustrated but it's important to

remember that they are probably just worried

about you and worried that they aren't doing

enough to help you.
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When you are supporting vulnerable children,

it is important for you to acknowledge their

parents and work with them to try and create

optimum learning outcomes for your pupil. It

can be useful to provide parents with

recommended reading, an understanding of

the strategies you use to support behaviours

and regular updates on the interventions and

adjustments you find to be working and those

that have proven to be ineffective with their

child. It can be useful to give parents the

opportunity to ask questions about their child

specifically and more generally about your

understanding of supporting both behaviour

and mental health. When engaging with

parents it's often useful to ensure they

understand you regard them as the experts

with regards to their child so that they can lead

and you can support where appropriate.
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